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Out of the woods 

 In 1Q21, VTP’s net profit rose 41.3% qoq and 12.0% yoy to VND109bn 

after bottoming out in 4Q20. 

 We expect FY21-22F net profit to grow 15.4%-16.2% yoy thanks to the 

decent growth of delivery volume and the improvement of delivery GM. 

 Reiterate ADD but lower TP by 18.8% to VND106,200 following a 

downward revision of FY21-22F EPS by 19.1-20.3%. 

Growth decelerated in FY20 due to lower ASP to maintain market share 

In 2020, Vietnam’s delivery market has seen strong expansions of businesses 
in which various strategies to gain the market shares have been deployed and 
pulled down the delivery prices. In the context of fierce competition, VTP had to 
reduce its ASP in delivery services by 13.1% yoy to maintain the market share, 
leading to the 2.0% pts yoy contracting in delivery services GM. This is the main 
reason that causes VTP’s NP growth decelerated to 0.8% yoy in FY20.  

VTP to embark on decent growth after bottoming out in FY20 

Our expectations based on: (1)  VTP’s delivery volume may grow at the industry 
growth rate of 11.8-11.9% in FY21-22F due to its solid market share and leading 
position in Vietnam’s delivery market, (2) VTP’s delivery ASP will remain stable 
in FY21-22F as the cash-burning-to-grow model is not favoring now and VTP’s 
delivery charges currently only include the common delivery fees which is 
basically equal to the whole industry and hard to further reduce after removing 
almost the delivery surcharges in the new policy, and (3)  VTP’s delivery services 
GM will be improved as the technology advances are deployed nationwide. 
1Q21 results recovery initially proved the positive impact of technology 
advances in which delivery GM expanded 4.19% pts qoq, helping 1Q21 NP to 
rise 41.3% qoq and 12.0% yoy. 

We expect VTP’s net profit to grow 15.4-16.2% in FY21-22F 

FY21-22F growth is driven by (1) 11.8-11.9% yoy growth in FY21-22F delivery 
revenue, (2) delivery GM may slightly improve to 10.5%/10.6% in FY21/FY22F 
thanks to the nationwide deployment of technology advances, and (3) SG&A will 
continue to be optimized on the utilizing telecom points of sale. 

Downside risks and re-rating catalysts 

Downside risks are: (1) a prolonged global pandemic leading to border closures 
in countries, which will reduce the volume of outbound parcels to be delivered, 
and (2) lower-than-expected ASP as longer-than-expected fierce competition. 
Potential re-rating catalyst: (1) higher-than-expected delivery volume and prices, 
and (2) new information on HSX listing plan and dividend payment plan. 
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Outlook – Short term: Positive 

Outlook – Long term: Positive 

Valuation:  Positive 

 

Consensus*: Add:4  Hold:2  Reduce:0 

Target price / Consensus: 11.9% 

Key changes in the report 

 FY21-22F EPS decreased by 19.1-20.3% 

 

 

Price performance 

 

Source: VND RESEARCH 

Key statistics 

52w high (VND) 116,500 

52w low (VND) 80,300 

3m Avg daily value (VNDmn) 22,728 

Market cap (VND bn) 6,672 

Free float (%) 28 

TTM P/E (x) 17.5 

Current P/B (x) 5.55 

 

Ownership 

Viettel Group 68.1% 

Others 31.9% 

Source: VND RESEARCH 

 

 

 

 

Source: VND RESEARCH 

Financial summary (VND) 12-19A 12-20A 12-21E 12-22E

Net revenue (bn) 7,812 17,234 19,081 21,129

Revenue growth 58.7% 120.6% 10.7% 10.7%

Gross margin 9.9% 4.1% 4.2% 4.3%

EBITDA margin 7.5% 3.5% 3.6% 3.7%

Net profit (bn) 380 383 442 514

Net profit growth 36.2% 0.8% 15.4% 16.2%

Recurring profit growth 41.8% (3.9%) 15.5% 16.3%

Basic EPS 6,376 4,615 5,325 6,190

Adjusted EPS 5,464 3,955 4,564 5,305

BVPS 16,236 14,553 17,705 21,633

ROAE 46.2% 35.2% 33.0% 31.5%
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OUT OF THE WOODS 

Reiterate Add with lower TP of VND106,200 

VTP’s price has dropped 25.8% since Jan-2021 to Apr-2021 due to the net profit 
growth deceleration in FY20, but we believe this negative factor has been almost 
reflected in the share price and VTP’s performance will improve in the coming 
quarters as (1) VTP’s delivery volume may grow at the industry growth rate of 
11.8-11.9% yoy in FY21-22F, (2) delivery services ASP will remain stable, and 
(3) VTP’s delivery services GM will be enhanced thanks to technology advances, 
which will be nationwide deployed to cut labor costs. 

We expect VTP to embark on growth with net profit to rise 15.4%-16.2% yoy 
over FY21-22F. Besides, the HSX listing plan and the dividend payment plan 
are also VTP’s near-term catalysts in 2021. Therefore, we recommend ADD 
rating on VTP, with a DCF-based (WACC: 8.78%) target price of VND106,200 
(18.8% lower than our previous target price to reflect the downward revision of 
FY21-22F EPS by 19.1-20.3%). 

Figure 1: Assumptions  Figure 2: Equity value (Unit: VNDbn) 

 

 

 
   Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH     Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH 

 

Figure 3: Discounted cash flow model (Unit: VNDbn) 

 
   Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH 

 

VTP is traded at 16.1x FY21F P/E, which is 13.1% discount to its peer average. 
With potential upside of 22.1% including dividend yield, we believe the risk-
reward of this stock is quite attractive to accumulate. 

Downside risks include: (1) a prolonged global pandemic or external crisis 
leading to border closures in countries, which will reduce the volume of outbound 
parcels to be delivered, and (2) lower-than-expected ASP as longer-than-
expected fierce competition. 

Potential re-rating catalyst: (1) higher-than-expected delivery volume and prices, 
and (2) new information on HSX listing plan and dividend payment plan. 

 

 

 

 

Assumptions Value

Beta 0.60                                                                                           

Market risk premium 11.0%

Risk free rate 3.0%

Cost of equity 9.6%

Cost of debt 6.9%

Corporate tax 20.0%

WACC 8.8%

Permanent growth 1.0%

DCF Method Value

PV of FCFF 4,182                                                                 

Present value of terminal value 5,531                                                                 

Enterprise value 9,713                                                                 

Less: Total debt 1,213                                                                 

Less: Preferred securities -                                                                     

Less: Noncontrolling interest -                                                                     

Plus: Cash and Cash Equivalents 322                                                                    

Implied equity value 8,822                                                                 

Outstanding shares 83,047,926                                                       

Equity value per share (VND) 106,200                                                             

FY21F FY22F FY23F FY24F FY25F FY26F FY27F FY28F FY29F FY30F

EBIT 633 725 808 845 873 895 974 1,057 1,142 1,231

less: Taxes 112 130 144 150 154 156 170 185 200 217

EBIAT 521 595 664 695 719 739 804 872 942 1,015

Plus: Depreciation and amortization 63 64 67 69 71 71 72 73 74 74

Less: Capital expenditure -70 -78 -77 -77 -74 -76 -77 -77 -76 -74

Less: Increase in net working capital 116 -101 -102 -100 -106 -104 -101 -95 -105 -97

Present value of FCF 580 405 429 419 400 381 387 394 392 396
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Figure 4: Discounted cash flow model (Unit: VNDbn) 

 
   Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, BLOOMBERG 

 

Growth decelerated in FY20 due to lower delivery services ASP to maintain 

market share 

Figure 5: FY20 results overview (Unit: VNDbn) 

 
   Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS 

 

The delivery market in 2020 has witnessed fierce competition among units  

In 2020, Vietnam’s delivery market has seen strong expansions of delivery 
businesses such as: 

 Best Inc Vietnam has invested US$8m to build an automatic sorting 
center in Ho Chi Minh city, aiming to establish a nationwide delivery 
network with a capacity of 150,000 parcels/day which will be doubled 
within three years. 

 Vietnam Post has increased two regional shipping centers and eight 
shipping center in key provinces. 

2021F 2022F 2021F 2022F 2021F 2022F 2021F 2022F 2021F 2022F

Express couriers and 3PLs

Triple I Logisti III TB 147 1.5 25.3 20.0 3.3 3.0 13.7 15.7 1.8 2.2 32.8 25.5

United Parcel-B UPS US 197,693 -26.2 19.8 19.0 16.3 10.3 166.2 72.5 2.0 2.1 13.9 13.5

Cj Logistics 000120 KS 3,419 108.9 20.6 19.4 1.1 1.1 5.5 5.4 0.0 0.0 9.4 8.9

Kerry Logistics 636 HK 5,431 14.1 19.9 18.4 1.4 1.3 6.0 6.3 1.8 1.9 10.4 10.1

Yto Express Gr-A 600233 CH 5,749 5.5 19.2 17.3 2.1 1.9 10.7 10.8 1.4 1.7 9.9 8.6

Sto Express Co-A 002468 CH 2,034 -30.3 25.2 23.1 1.3 1.3 4.8 5.2 1.0 1.5 11.9 9.2

Average 21.4 19.2 5.5 3.9 47.9 25.0 1.4 1.6 16.6 14.5

Postal companies

Royal Mail RMG LN 6,894 -15.4 10.1 10.2 0.8 0.8 8.9 9.7 2.0 3.3 4.9 4.9

Deutsche Post-Rg DPW GR 73,306 4.9 15.0 14.7 3.9 3.5 26.2 23.7 3.2 3.4 7.3 7.2

Bpost Sa BPOST BB 2,128 NA 9.0 8.7 2.1 1.8 28.1 24.1 4.5 4.8 4.1 4.0

Singapore Post SPOST SP 1,273 737.5 27.1 20.5 1.2 1.2 4.7 6.1 2.6 3.4 13.0 11.2

Average 15.3 13.5 2.0 1.8 17.0 15.9 3.1 3.7 7.3 6.8

Overall average 19.1 17.1 3.4 2.6 27.5 18.0 2.0 2.4 11.8 10.3

Viettel Post Jsc VTP VN 295 12.5 16.6 14.3 5.0 4.1 33.0 31.5 1.7 1.7 8.5 7.5

P/BV ROE (%)
Dividend yield 

(%)
EV/EBITDA

Company name Ticker
Market Cap 

(US$ m)

3-year EPS 

CAGR (%)

P/E 

FY20 FY19 % yoy

% vs our FY20 

forecast Comments

Net revenue 17,234  7,812    120.6% 110.6%

   Commercial sales 10,617  1,634    550.0% 130.0% VTP received 262,000 points of sale from Viettel Telecom since Feb-2020.

   Delivery services 6,617    6,178    7.1% 89.3%

In FY20, VTP's delivery volume is estimated to grow 23.3% yoy, but due to fierce 

competition, VTP had to reduce its ASP by 13.1% yoy to maintain its market 

share.

Gross profit 699       775       -9.9% 74.0%

Blended GM 4.05% 9.92% -5.87% pts -2.00% pts

   Commercial sales margin 0.22% 1.15% -0.93% pts -0.29% pts

Commercial sales GM contracted 0.93% pts yoy due to changes in sale policy of 

Viettel Telecom.

   Delivery services margin 10.25% 12.25% -2.00% pts -1.93% pts

Delivery services GM contracted 2.00% pts yoy due to impacts from the 

decreasing in ASP.

Financial income 99         94         5.0% 91.6%

Financial expenses 54         49         10.6% 83.7%

Selling expenses 22         49         -55.7% 36.9%

General and admin expenses 248       285       -13.1% 73.0%

Pre-tax profit 480       477       0.6% 84.3%

Net profit 383       380       0.8% 84.4%

Although gross profit dropped 9.9% yoy, cost-cutting efforts in SG&A helped 

VTP's net profit to inched up 0.8% yoy, completing 84.5% of our FY20 forecast.

Selling expenses and general & admin expenses decreased 55.7%/13.1% yoy 

respectively thanks to the technonoloy improvement that helps to cut labor costs 

and the  utilizing the telecom points of sale.
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 J&T Express, Best Express are enterprises which stirred the market by 
bringing the franchise model in the delivery market with the advantage 
of rapid expansion at lower cost. 

Various strategies to gain the market shares have been deployed and pulled 
down the delivery ASP. According to Ministry of Information and Communication 
(MIC), Vietnam’s delivery revenue growth has decelerated to 2% yoy despite the 
delivery volume still increased by two-digit numbers in 2020.  

VTP’s growth decelerated in FY20 

In order to meet the growing delivery demand in 2020, VTP has increased its 
total warehouse area to 100,000sqm, double than that of 2019, which helped 
VTP’s delivery volume to grow at an estimated 23.3% yoy, equivalent to the 
growth of the non-store retailing market value. However, in the context of fierce 
competition, VTP had to reduce its ASP in delivery services by 13.1% yoy to 
maintain the market share. This caused VTP’s delivery services revenue to only 
increase 7.1% yoy to VND6,617bn. With commercial sales escalating 550% yoy 
to VND10,617bn thanks to 262,000 points of sale receiving from Viettel Telecom 
since Feb-2020, VTP’s net revenue jumped 120.6% yoy to VND17,234bn in 
FY20. 

VTP’s gross profit declined 9.9% yoy in FY20, mainly due to the 2.0% pts yoy 
contraction in delivery services gross margin on the impacts of the 13.1% yoy 
decreasing in delivery services ASP. However, thanks to the technology 
improvements that helped to cut labor cost and the utilizing telecom points of 
sale, VTP’s selling expenses and general & admin expenses decreased 
55.7%/13.1% yoy respectively, which helped VTP’s net profit to inched up 0.8% 
yoy to VND383bn, completing 84.5% of our FY20 forecast. 

 

VTP to embark on decent growth after bottoming out in FY20  

Vietnam’s delivery market value to grow 11.8-11.9% in FY21-22F 

In our view, from FY16-20, Vietnam’s delivery market has gone through two 
main phases, in which: 

 In FY16-18, the market witnessed the arrival of a large number of new 
domestic and foreign delivery businesses. According to the IT White 
Book, the total number of businesses in the industry increased from 
248 businesses in FY16 to 410 businesses in FY18. This is the stage 
when new businesses explore the market and establish a foundation 
for future development. CAGR of the market value remained high at 
26% in the period. 

 In FY19-20, the number of new businesses joining the industry 
decreased sharply, total number of business remained stable at over 
400 businesses. In this stage, businesses began to drastically expand 
their capacities, reduced services prices to increase their market 
shares. This resulted in a much lower growth in total market value than 
the volume. In FY20, despite the non-store retailing value (which 
represents the delivery market volume) grew 23.3% yoy, the delivery 
market value only grew at 2.0% yoy due to the drop of industry’s ASP.  

After a fierce competition in FY20, we believe the market will enter new stage 
from FY21F onwards in which the new picture of the whole industry will be 
formed. In the picture, total number of businesses will gradually decreased due 
to the lack of financial resources, the ASP will be stable as the number of new 
players is decreasing and the cash-burning-to-grow model is not favorable any 
more. Now the businesses will focus on maintaining their market shares and 
cost optimization, along with expanding into new areas to add more values. The 
two leading companies are VNPost and VTP with the advantage of nationwide 
infrastructures, followed by delivery startups formed since FY16-18 that still 
exist. We believe the delivery market value will grow 11.8-11.9% in FY21-22F, 
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equivalent to the growth of non-store retailing market value estimated by 
Euromonitor over FY21-22F, fuelled by robust growth of e-commerce. 

Figure 6: Delivery services prices are expected to be stable, and the delivery market value 

will rise on the non-retailing value growth in FY21-22F 

 
   Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, EUROMONITOR, MIC 

 

Embarking on decent growth in FY21-22F after bottoming out in FY20 

We believe VTP’s results will see decent growth in the coming years after 
bottoming out in FY20 as follows: 

 VTP’s delivery volume may grow at the industry growth rate of 11.8-
11.9% in FY21-22F due to solid market share and leading position in 
Vietnam’s delivery market. 

 After reducing delivery ASP by 13.1% in FY20, we believe VTP’s 
delivery ASP will remain stable in FY21-22F as (1) the number of new 
players is decreasing and the cash-burning-to-grow model is not 
favoring now, and (2) VTP’s delivery charges currently only include the 
common delivery fees which is basically equal to the whole industry and 
hard to further reduce (VTP has removed almost the delivery surcharges 
in the new policy, for example, VTP has not charged 1% of the goods 
value on COD delivery as before, this is estimated to lower VTP’s ASP 
by 10% in FY20). 

 VTP’s delivery services GM will be improved in the coming years as the 
technology advances are deployed nationwide. Particularly, in Jan-
2021, VTP has launched the Southern logistics center with handling 
capacity of 42,000 parcels/hour with automatic sorting system of 
maximum 50kg payload, thereby reducing the labor cost by 60% and 
reducing the goods gathering time from 6 hours to 2 hours. VTP will 
launch two new logistics centers in Da Nang and Can Tho within 2021 
and aim to launch 17 new logistics centers until 2025. Thanks to state-
of-the-art technology capacity, investment cost of VTP’s logistics center 
is at least 40% lower than competitors, according to VTP’s managers. 
Meanwhile, VTP is working closely with Viettel Group to have land funds 
for these logistics centers, which needs 4ha for each one. Although one 
logistics center has been launched in FY20, the negative effect from the 
sharply ASP decreasing has overwhelmed the positive impact from 
technology advances, but due to stable prices and nationwide 
technology advances deployment, we believe VTP’s delivery services 
GM will be enhanced in FY21-22F. 
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1Q21 results recovery initially proves the positive impact of technology 
advances 

Figure 7: 1Q21 results overview (Unit: VNDbn) 

 
   Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS 

VTP’s net revenue jumped 109.7% yoy in 1Q21 to VND5,158bn, in which 
commercial sales escalated 230.0% yoy and delivery services revenue rose 
16.2% yoy on the estimated 18% yoy rise in delivery volume. VTP’s gross profit 
only increased 7.0% yoy as the delivery services GM narrowed 1.23% pts yoy 
due to impacts from the yoy decreasing in ASP (VPT’s delivery ASP has not 
been lowered in 1Q20). However, 1Q21 delivery services GM expanded 4.19% 
pts qoq thanks to technology improvements that helped to cut labor costs. With 
financial expenses and general & admin expenses declining 22.8%/12.3% yoy 
respectively, VTP’s net profit rose 12.0% yoy to VND109bn in 1Q21. 

Figure 8: VTP’s delivery services GM recovered in 1Q21 and will continue to be improved thanks to technology advances 

 
   Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS 

VTP’s delivery services GM recovered in 1Q21 on a qoq basis thanks to cost 
optimization on technology advances and will continue to be improved as the 
technology advances are deployed nationwide.  

 

 

 

 

1Q21 1Q20 % yoy Comments

Net revenue 5,158  2,460  109.7%

   Commercial sales 3,550  1,076  230.0%

   Delivery services 1,608  1,384  16.2%

High growth in 1Q21 as VTP's delivery volume 

was estimated to rise 18% yoy.

Gross profit 193      180      7.0%

Blended GM 3.73% 7.32% -3.58% pts

   Commercial sales margin 0.33% 0.68% -0.35% pts

   Delivery services margin 11.24% 12.47% -1.23% pts

Delivery services GM narrowed 1.23% pts yoy 

due to impacts from the yoy decreasing in 

ASP. However, 1Q21 delivery GM expanded 

4.19% pts qoq as technology improvements 

helped to cut labor costs. 

Financial income 23        26        -9.3%

Financial expenses 12        16        -22.8%

Selling expenses 14        7          107.4%

General and admin expenses 54        62        -12.3%

Pre-tax profit 136      121      11.9%

Net profit 109      97        12.0%

1Q21 NP rose 41.3% qoq and 12.0% yoy 

despite fourth quarter is the peak season of 

delivery services.
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We expect VTP’s net profit to grow 15.4-16.2% in FY21-22F 

Figure 9: VTP's FY21-22F business results, based on our forecasts (Unit: VNDbn) 

 
   Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS 

Our VTP’s business results forecasts based on: 

 VTP’s commercial sales revenue growth is expected to slow down to 
10% p.a in FY21-22F following the high base in FY20. Commercial sale 
GM in FY21-22F is expected to be equal to that in FY20. 

 VTP’s delivery services revenue to grow at the growth rate of the 
industry, fuelled by robust growth of e-commerce. In a conservative 
perspective, we expect VTP’s delivery services GM to be slightly 
improved to 10.5%/10.6% in FY21/FY22F respectively thanks to 
technology advances. 

 We expect selling expenses and general & admin expenses to continue 
to decline on the technology improvements and the utilizing telecom 
points of sale. 

Figure 10: Changes in our forecast (Unit: VNDbn) 

 
   Source: VNDIRECT RESEARCH, COMPANY REPORTS 

 

 

 

FY19 FY20 FY21F FY22F Comments

Revenue growth 58.7% 120.6% 10.7% 10.7%

Commercial sales growth 182.2% 550.0% 10.0% 10.0%

Delivery services growth 42.2% 7.1% 11.8% 11.9%

We expect VTP's delivery services revenue to grow at the growth rate of the industry, in 

which the ASP will be stable and the delivery volume may grow 11.8-11.9% in FY21-22F.

Net revenue 7,813        17,237     19,081     21,129     

Comercial sales 1,634        10,618     11,680     12,848     

Delivery services 6,178        6,619        7,401        8,281        

COGS 7,036        16,536     18,278     20,225     

Gross profit 775           701           803           904           

Gross margin 9.9% 4.1% 4.2% 4.3%

Comercial sales GM 1.1% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2%

Delivery services GM 12.2% 10.2% 10.5% 10.6%

In a conservative perspective, we expect VTP's delivery services GM to be slightly 

improved in FY21-22F thanks to technology advances. 

Financial income 94 99 124 150

Financial expenses 49 54 79 81

Selling expenses 49 22 24 27

General & admin expenses 285 248 277 310

Pre-tax profit 477 480 554 644

Net profit 380 383 442 514

Net profit margin 4.9% 2.2% 2.3% 2.4%

Net profit growth 36.2% 0.8% 15.4% 16.2%

We expect selling expenses and general & admin expenses to continue to decline on 

the technology improvements and the utilizing telecom points of sale.

FY20

Old forecast New forecast Changes Old forecast New forecast Changes

Net revenue 17,237 17,857       19,081        6.9% 20,156       21,129        4.8%

Comercial sales 10,618 8,984         11,680        30.0% 9,883         12,848        30.0%

Delivery services 6,619   8,873         7,401          -16.6% 10,274       8,281          -19.4%

Gross profit 701      1,129         803             -28.9% 1,311         904             -31.1%

Comercial sales 23        45              25                -43.9% 49              28                -43.9%

Delivery services 678      1,084         778             -28.3% 1,261         876             -30.5%

Financial income 99 134 124 -7.5% 163 150 -7.9%

Financial expenses 54 82 79 -3.5% 94 81 -13.9%

Selling expenses 22 70 24 -65.5% 81 27 -66.7%

General & admin expenses 248 404 277 -31.4% 465 310 -33.4%

Net profit 383 547 442 -19.1% 645 514 -20.3%

EPS (VND) 4,615   6,586         5,325          -19.1% 7,768         6,190          -20.3%

FY21F FY22F
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HSX listing plan and dividend payments are near-term catalysts 

At VTP’s 2021 AGM held on 24 April 2021, VTP’s plan to list on HSX was 
approved, through which VTP expected the HSX listing to be completed by end-
2021 or early-2022. Also in the meeting, the dividend payment plan was 
approved in which VTP plans to pay 15% cash dividend and 24.7% stock 
dividend. We believe these are near-term catalysts for the stock in 2021. 
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Income statement

(VNDbn) 12-20A 12-21E 12-22E

Net revenue 17,234 19,081 21,129

Cost of sales (16,536) (18,278) (20,225)

Gen & admin expenses (248) (277) (310)

Selling expenses (22) (24) (27)

Operating profit 429 502 567

Operating EBITDA 503 565 631

Depreciation and amortisation (74) (63) (64)

Operating EBIT 429 502 567

Interest income 99 124 150

Financial expense (54) (79) (81)

Net other income 6 7 8

Income from associates & JVs 0 0 0

Pre-tax profit 480 554 644

Tax expense (97) (112) (130)

Minority interest 0 0 0

Net profit 383 442 514

Adj. net profit to ordinary 383 442 514

Ordinary dividends (125) (125) (125)

Retained earnings 259 318 389

Balance sheet

(VNDbn) 12-20A 12-21E 12-22E

Cash and equivalents 288 322 360

Short term investments 1,572 2,011 2,309

Accounts receivables 1,352 1,248 1,396

Inventories 606 678 757

Other current assets 119 132 148

Total current assets 3,937 4,391 4,970

Fixed assets 377 391 413

Total investments 0 0 0

Other long-term assets 74 83 92

Total assets 4,388 4,864 5,476

Short-term debt 1,088 1,213 1,357

Accounts payable 369 381 426

Other current liabilities 1,715 1,799 1,897

Total current liabilities 3,172 3,394 3,679

Total long-term debt 7 0 0

Other liabilities 0 0 0

Share capital 830 830 830

Retained earnings reserve 350 612 939

Shareholders' equity 1,209 1,470 1,797

Minority interest 0 0 0

Total liabilities & equity 4,388 4,864 5,476

Cash flow statement

(VNDbn) 12-20A 12-21E 12-22E

Pretax profit 480 554 644

Depreciation & amortisation 74 63 64

Tax paid (110) (112) (130)

Other adjustments (161) (180) (213)

Change in working capital (380) 116 (101)

Cash flow from operations (98) 441 264

Capex (51) (70) (78)

Proceeds from assets sales 14 0 0

Others (116) (315) (147)

Other non-current assets changes 0 (16) (18)

Cash flow from investing activities (154) (400) (244)

New share issuance 0 0 0

Shares buyback 0 0 0

Net borrowings 281 118 143

Other financing cash flow 0

Dividends paid (88) (125) (125)

Cash flow from financing activities 192 (7) 19

Cash and equivalents at beginning of period 347 288 322

Total cash generated (59) 34 38

Cash and equivalents at the end of period 288 322 360

Key ratios

12-20A 12-21E 12-22E

Dupont

Net profit margin 2.2%         2.3%        2.4%        

Asset turnover 4.43          4.12         4.09         

ROAA 9.9%         9.6%        9.9%        

Avg assets/avg equity 3.58          3.45         3.17         

ROAE 35.2%       33.0%      31.5%      

Efficiency

Days account receivable 17.4          17.3         17.5         

Days inventory 13.4          13.5         13.7         

Days creditor 8.2            7.6            7.7            

Fixed asset turnover 47.91        49.72       52.53       

ROIC 16.6%       16.5%      16.3%      

Liquidity

Current ratio 1.2            1.3            1.4            

Quick ratio 1.1            1.1            1.1            

Cash ratio 0.6            0.7            0.7            

Cash cycle 22.7          23.2         23.4         

Growth rate (yoy)

Revenue growth 120.6%     10.7%      10.7%      

Operating profit growth (2.8%)        16.9%      13.0%      

Net profit growth 0.8%         15.4%      16.2%      

EPS growth (27.6%)      15.4%      16.2%      
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DISCLAIMER 

This report has been written and distributed by Research Department, VNDIRECT Securities Corporation. The information 
contained in this report is prepared from data believed to be correct and reliable at the time of issuance of this report. Unless 
otherwise stated, this report is based upon sources that VNDIRECT considers to be reliable. These sources may include but are 
not limited to data from the stock exchange or market where the subject security is listed, or, where appropriate, any other market. 
Information on the company(ies) are based on published statements, information disclosure and announcements of the 
company(ies), and information resulting from our research. VNDIRECT has no responsibility for the accuracy, adequacy or 
completeness of such information. 

All estimates, projections, forecasts and expression of opinions contained in this report reflect the personal views and opinions of 
the analyst(s) responsible for the production of this report. These opinions may not represent the views and position of VNDIRECT 
and may change without notice. 

This report has been prepared for information purposes only. The information and opinions in this report should not be considered 
as an offer, recommendation or solicitation to buy or sell the subject securities, related investments or other financial instruments. 
VNDIRECT takes no responsibility for any consequences arising from using the content of this report in any form.  

This report and all of its content belongs to VNDIRECT. No part of this report may be copied or reproduced in any form or 
redistributed in whole or in part, for any purpose without the prior written consent of VNDIRECT. 

 

RECOMMENDATION FRAMEWORK 

Stock Ratings Definition: 

 Add The stock’s total return is expected to reach 15% or higher over the next 12 months. 

 Hold The stock’s total return is expected to be between negative 10% and positive 15% over the next 12 

months. 

 Reduce The stock’s total return is expected to fall below negative 10% over the next 12 months. 

The total expected return of a stock is defined as the sum of the: (i) percentage difference between the target price and 

the current price and (ii) the forward net dividend yields of the stock. Stock price targets have an investment horizon of 12 

months. 

  

Sector Ratings Definition: 

 Overweight An Overweight rating means stocks in the sector have, on a market cap-weighted basis, a positive 

absolute recommendation. 

 Neutral A Neutral rating means stocks in the sector have, on a market cap-weighted basis, a neutral absolute 

recommendation. 

 Underweight An Underweight rating means stocks in the sector have, on a market cap-weighted basis, a negative 

absolute recommendation. 
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